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Abstract
It is shown that a real self-adoint operator of order 4 on the tri-valent tree Γ3
has (L,A,B)-triple deformations that preserve one energy level. Laplace type discrete
symmetries of such operators are constructed.
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Until recently, nonlinear integrable systems have been known for lattices Z and Z2,
only. That are (L,A)-pairs for Toda type systems for Z and (L,A,B)-triples in the case of
Z2). Discrete Eiler-Darboux and Laplace type spectral symmetries for linear second order
operators L also have been known only for these lattices (see [1]). Note, that tri-valent tree
Γ3 is a discrete model of the hyperbolic geometry of Lobachevski plane, unlike Z
2 which is a
discrete model of the Euclidian plane. All previous attempts to find isospectral deformation
of the second order operators L on Γ3, even in the form of the (L,A,B)-triple, L˙ = LA−BL,
which preserve only one spectral level LΨ = 0, failed (see [2, 3, 4]).
Let (LΨ)P =
∑
Q bP,QΨQ be a linear operator on a graph. Then the maximum diameter
maxP d(Q1, Q2), where bP,Q1 6= 0, bP,Q2 6= 0, or bQ1,Q2 6= 0, is called the order of the equation
LΨ = 0. The metric on the graph is defined by the condition that the length of an edge
equals 1. Here ΨP is a function on vertices P .
Let us consider a graph such that each edge has two vertices and at each vertex three
edges come together.
Theorem 1 Let L be a generic real self-adjoint operator of order 4 on the tree Γ3. Then
there exist isospectral deformations of one energy level LΨ = 0 of the form (L,A,B)-triple:
L˙ = LA− BL
where
(LΨ)P =
∑
bPP ′′ΨP ′′ + bPP ′ΨP ′ + wPΨP ,
P, P ′, P ′′ are vertices, d(P, P ′′) = 2, d(P, P ′) = 1, and we assume that bP,P ′′ > 0. Here
B = −At, (AΨ)P =
∑
cPP ′ΨP ′.
The coefficients cP,P ′ for the nearest neighbours P, P
′ are defined as follows. Let us fix a
vertex P0 on Γ3, and let Ri ∈ γ be edges of the shortest path γ which connects P0 and P
and oriented from P0 towards P . Let edges R
′
i1
, R′i2 meet at the initial vertex of the edge Ri,
and edges R′′i1 , R
′′
i2 get off the second vertex of Ri. Then the formula
χ(Ri) = −
(
bR′′
i1
Ri · bR′′i2Ri
)
(
bR′
i1
Ri · bR′i2Ri
) .
define multiplicative one-cocycle on Γ3.
The coefficients of the operator A are equal
cR = −
1
bR′
1
R′
2

 ∏
Ri∈γ
χ(Ri)

 , R = PP ′.
These formulas imply that the operator LA+ AtL has order not greater than 4. Therefore,
the dynamical systems L˙ = LA + AtL is well-defined. It has the form:
b˙PP ′′ = bP ′P ′′cP ′P + cP ′P bP ′P ;
b˙PP ′ = bP ′P ′′
i
cP ′′
i
P ′ + cP ∗αP bP ∗αP ′ + wP cPP ′ + wP ′cP ′P ;
w˙P = 2bPP ′cP ′P , i, α = 1, 2. (0.1)
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Here P ∗αPP
′P ′′i are shortest paths of length d = 3, that contain the edge PP
′ = R.
Remark 1. For any tri-valent graph Γ the coefficients cPP ′ of the operator A are defined
on the abelian cover of Γ, defined by the the cocycle χ.
Theorem 2 A generic self-adjoint real fourth order operator L on the tree Γ3 admits one-
parametric family of factorizations of the form
L = QtQ + uP ,where (Qψ)P =
∑
Q
dPQψQ + vPψP ,
where
bPP ′′ = dP ′PdP ′P ′′; bPP ′ = dP ′P vP ′ + dPP ′vP ,
wP = v
2
P +
∑
P ′
d2P ′P + uP (let dPQ > 0.)
The coefficients dPQ are defined uniquely, the coefficient vP is defined by one parameter,
that is its evaluation at the initial point P0 ∈ Γ3. The factorization define the Laplace type
transform
L˜ = Qu−1P Q
t + 1, ψ˜ = Qψ,
where L˜ψ˜ = 0, if Lψ = 0. The self-adjoint operator L˜ is defined uniqully up to the transfor-
mation
L˜→ f−1P · L˜ · fP , ψ˜ → f
−1
P · ψ˜.
Let us takefP = u
1/2
P . Then we get L˜ = Q˜
tQ˜ + uP , where
Q˜ = u
−1/2
P Q
tu
1/2
P , ψ˜ = u
−1/2
P Qψ.
(cf. [5] for Z2).
Remark 2. The factorization of L depends on the existence of a solution of the linear
equation bPQ = dQPvQ + dPQvP . Note, that this operator has non-trivial (one-dimensional)
kernel iff the cocycle χ is cohomological to zero on Γ.
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